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A story that might sound
familiar…
(if it does - you are not alone)

Our supply chains have served us well …
Our Consumer goods take lengthy and complex journeys
through global supply chain networks - we have been able to
rationalise suppliers and increase the complexities of our
extended supply chain because we have enjoyed reliable supply
and consistency of delivery times through our transport and
logistics network

We have pushed our production capacity, just that little bit higher
to recover fixed costs (at the expense of supply chain agility) –
we have been able to do this because our demand has been
relatively predictable
Our inventories have been optimised and our monthly planning
processes have worked because we have had relatively low
demand volatility and our suppliers have had cash reserves

… however, our supply chains may contain
hidden vulnerabilities that make them less
resilient
COVID-19 has highlighted some of these vulnerabilities
If you haven’t thought of making your supply chain more resilient
(i.e., less vulnerable) before now, then now is the time to start
planning (for the next shock exposure)
Becoming more resilient does not have to mean sacrificing
efficiency
Where companies cannot directly prevent shocks, they can still
position themselves to reduce the cost of disruption and the time
it takes to recover
Companies have an opportunity to emerge from the current
crisis more agile and innovative
McKinsey & Company
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Why supply chain resilience is important
Global survey of 1,000 executives
value is at stake;
1 Real
companies report 1+

month disruptions
occur every 3.7 years
causing losses worth
45% of one year’s
EBITDA during a
decade

Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

has
2 Covid-19
accelerated trends

already in motion –
over 90% of
executives plan to
invest in supply
chain resilience
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Opportunities abound:
$2.9 and $4.6 trillion
in annual trade may
shift to new locations
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Governments, CEOs,
and investors need to
act – the winners will
use this transition to
become more
resilient and more
productive

McKinsey & Company
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Supply chain risk has impact when unexpected events
meet vulnerabilities in the supply chain network or operations

I have some influence on

I have limited ability to control

By making my extended supply chain
more resilient (i.e., less vulnerable)
I can reduce value chain risk

Vulnerability

Shock exposure

Value chain risk

Characteristics that make a value chain
more/less resilient

Unexpected events that disrupt the value
chain

 Planning and supplier network

 Force majeure

 Transportation and logistics

 Macropolitical

 Financial resiliency

 Malicious actor

 Product complexity

 Idiosyncratic

Unexpected value chain disruptions can
cause operational and/or financial impact

 Supply chain organizational
effectiveness
McKinsey & Company
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Supply chain shocks are often impossible to predict,
and are becoming more frequent and severe
More frequent

Trillions

Solar storm

100s of
billions

Super volcano or
earthquake

Extreme
terrorism

Global crises

Major
geophysical

Disruption
duration:

1-2 weeks

Acute climate
event

Man-made
disaster
Idiosyncratic
(e.g., supplier
bankruptcy)

2.0 Years

Trade war
Regulation

Common
cyber attack

Based on expert interviews, n=35

Global military
conflict

Financial
Crisis

Terrorism

Millions

Extreme
pandemic

Pandemic
Systemic
cyber attack

10s of
billions

Magnitude of shock ($US)

Surprise catastrophes

Hypothetical, grounded in fact

Expected frequency of a
disruption (in years) by duration

A four-part framework to understand disruptions
Meteoroid strike

Less frequent

2-4 weeks

2.8 Years

Localized
military conflict

Chronic
climate change

1-2 months

3.7 Years

Counterfeit
Theft

No lead time

Surprise disruptions
Days

Anticipable disruptions
Weeks

Months or more

2+ months

4.9 years

Ability to anticipate (lead time)
Source: Expert interviews, literature reviews, press search, McKinsey Global Institute analysis
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Value chains have different exposure to shocks based on their
geographic footprint, factors of production, and other factors
Results for select value chains
Disruption risk

Value Chain

Overall
shock
exposure1

Low

High

Better

Scale
Pandemic cyberattack

Worse

X = Rank in exposure among 23 value chains

Geophysical
event2

Heat stress

Flooding

Trade
dispute

Communication equipment

1

13

3

2

16

7

2

Apparel

2

1

20

15

2

1

11

Agriculture

17

20

19

23

1

4

14

Food and beverage

19

21

14

13

12

6

22

Pharmaceutical

19

23

2

17

23

19

4

Medical devices

23

22

8

22

22

22

3

1.
2.

Full analysis considered 23 value chains
e.g., earthquake, tsunami

Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

McKinsey & Company
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Geographic footprint - there is significant variance across APAC
in consumer goods
(both the situation in each country and how consumers are responding)
April
Selected trends and challenges of the “new normal” (some observations from China as a
lead indicator)





Reduction in shop trip frequency

—

Increase in basket size

Jun

Some consequences of the “new normal” on our supply chains

Shift in shopping behaviour (82% of consumers in China have tried a new shopping
behaviour)
—

May

More attention to value as consumers perspective is that the macro economic environment
could deteriorate



Nesting opens up new types of competition (e.g., digitisation and ‘last mile’
deliveries)



Near shoring results in goods closer to consumption (e.g., impact on
freshness and expiry dates)



Virtual workforce means that some activities are done in other locations (e.g.,
physical production in one location and elements of this done virtually in another)



There is no one-size

Nesting – consumers spend more time at home (e.g., 32% growth in on-line fitness in China)
will cause categories and consumption to shift

Optimism about countries economic recovery after COVID-191
Net optimism %2
53

53

46

46

40
30

-10

-12

-8
-37

China
1.
2.

India

Korea

-37

-30

Japan

Q: “How is your overall confidence level on economic conditions after the COVID 19 situation?” – Rated from 1 “very optimistic” to 6 “very pessimistic.”
Net optimism is calculated by subtracting the percentage of respondents who answered 5 “pessimistic” and 6 “very pessimistic” from the percentage of
respondents who answered 1 “very optimistic” and 2 “optimistic.”

Source: McKinsey & Company COVID 19 Consumer Pulse surveys, conducted globally between March 15 and June 21, 2020; further details in McKinsey
Perspectives on Retail and Consumer Goods (Issue-8)
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Supply chains
are in motion to
improve
resilience

Shifting global
value chains
can create
opportunities
and risks
across regions

There are
questions you
should be
asking about
your supply
chain risks and
resilience

McKinsey & Company
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Companies were already considering shifting their supply chains before
Covid-19 hit
Global executive survey, December 2019, n=610

70%

32%

24%

Expect to change
globalization and
sourcing strategy

Move operations closer
to end consumers

Diversify their supply
chains across
countries

Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

McKinsey & Company
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Building resilience is an increasing priority among
supply chain executives

Executive survey results,

Actions to build resilience,

May 2020

% of respondents2
Dual sourcing

53

47

More inventory of critical products

93%

Supply chain leaders planning to
increase resilience1

Near-shoring of supplier

40
38

Regionalization
SKU rationalization

44%
1.
2.

Would increase resilience at the
expense of short term efficiency2

30

Higher safety stock

27

Back-up production sites

27

Near-shoring of production

15

Increase DC network density

15

Survey of leading executives, n=60
Survey of leading executives, n=605

Source: McKinsey Global Institute survey of executives

McKinsey & Company
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Up to $4.6 trillion in trade flows could shift to other countries over
the next 5 years as companies rethink supply chains
Low shift
feasibility

High shift
feasibility

Low estimate

High estimate

Feasibility of shifts
Economic
factors1

Non-economic
factors2

Total trade Annual exports that could shift
($b)
geographies ($b)

Communication equipment

673

Apparel

688

Agriculture

568

Food and beverage

393
149
125

1,149

Pharmaceutical

626

Medical devices

268

All value chains (including other)

363

$18.0T

377
120

$2.9T (16%) $4.6T (26%)

1. Economic factors include variable cost difference, capital intensity, product complexity, and trade weighted distance
2. Non-economic factors refer to likelihood of increased market intervention to advance objectives such as national security, national competitiveness, and essentiality
Source: McKinsey Global Institute

McKinsey & Company
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Companies can take targeted actions to address
vulnerabilities

1

2

Improve E2E visibility on
risks across the value chain
from tier N supplier to
customers

Complete regular stresstesting and reassessment

3

4

Take targeted actions to
reduce vulnerability and
exposure to shocks

Ensure supply chain
resilience is on the CEO
agenda

McKinsey & Company
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There are questions you should
be asking about your supply
chain risks and resilience
Is supply chain resilience on the CEO agenda?

1

3

Do we have visibility to the
vulnerabilities that exist for the entire
supply chain - from our suppliers to
our customers and everything in
between ?

Is SC Resilience a topic discussed at
the highest levels in the organization
and are you evaluating trade-offs to
make informed decisions on the type
and speed of mitigation plans?

2

4

Is my organization reimaging the way
we evaluate and mitigate SC
vulnerabilities – are we re-optimizing
or pushing to re-imagine? Are we
utilizing industry 4.0 levers?

When making strategic decisions for
the organization (e.g., network
footprint, sourcing strategy) do you
proactively consider SC risks in
addition to financial implications?
McKinsey & Company
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